**Core tip**: The present review focused on the phenomenon of ethnic discrepancies in irritable bowel syndrome-related genetic studies by gathering up-to-date original research and meta-analyses. We discuss the ethnic background and its potential impacts on the inconsistent results of studies, emphasizing the consideration of ethnicity in designing and analyzing irritable bowel syndrome-related genetic investigations, especially for multi-ethnic, transnational, and cross-cultural studies.

INTRODUCTION
============

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a functional gastrointestinal (GI) disorder, characterized by recurrent abdominal pain and altered bowel habits\[[@B1]\]. Four clinical subtypes of IBS are indicated in the Rome IV criteria based on the predominant abnormal stool form, namely, constipation-predominant IBS (IBS-C), diarrhea-predominant IBS (IBS-D), IBS with mixed bowel habits (IBS-M), and IBS unclassified\[[@B2]\]. Given that the familial clustering of IBS has been reported\[[@B3]-[@B5]\], genetic inheritance is considered to be involved in the pathogenesis of IBS. A Swedish national adoption study showed that the odds ratio (OR) for IBS was 1.67 (95%CI: 1.06-2.62) in adoptees whose biological parents had been diagnosed with IBS, whereas it was only 0.88 (95%CI: 0.48-1.63) in adoptees whose adoptive parents had been diagnosed with IBS\[[@B6]\]. These data indicated the critical role of genetics in the development of IBS.

As functional disorders encountered worldwide, the global prevalence and the symptom of IBS varies from different regions and ethnic groups\[[@B7],[@B8]\]. Attaching importance to different ethnic backgrounds in IBS patients has been encouraged in transnational and cross-cultural studies, as well as being highlighted by the Rome IV Committee in the form of a new chapter "Multicultural Aspects in Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders" included in the published collection of the textbook\[[@B9]\]. While ethnic variation in allele frequency and genotype distribution of polymorphisms has been confirmed genetically\[[@B10],[@B11]\], their role in complex diseases remains controversial. Against the international backgrounds of IBS genetic studies, it is quite necessary to act circumspectly about ethnic factors and their potential impact on the discrepancy between clinical trials, especially in multi-ethnic or transnational multi-center studies.

To date, numerous IBS-associated studies on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been reported\[[@B12]\]. However, given the existence of inaccessible raw data, between-study heterogeneity, and Caucasian- dominated publication bias in IBS genetic studies, it is difficult to precisely figure out the ethnic impact on research results by systematic review with conventional meta-analysis. Instead, a literature review seems more suitable for readers to obtain an overview of the potential ethnic differences in genetic polymorphism associated with IBS. The development and progression of IBS include several different mechanisms such as gut-brain axis, GI dysmotility, inflammation, and immunological activation\[[@B13],[@B14]\]. In this review, we analyzed ethnic differences in genetic polymorphisms associated with IBS from the perspective of pathophysiological mechanisms.

SEARCH STRATEGY
===============

We searched articles addressing IBS-related genetic polymorphisms of different ethnic groups in following databases: MEDLINE (1946-Jan 2020), PubMed (1966--Jan 2020), EMBASE (1947--Jan 2020), Ovid (1950-Jan 2020) and Web of Science (1900--Jan 2020). Literature searches were performed by using "irritable bowel syndrome," "genetic polymorphism," "ethnicity," "pathogenesis," "single nucleotide polymorphism," and "genome-wide association" as key phrases in various combinations. The search strategy was modified to suit each database. The reference lists of targeted articles were reviewed and manually searched to obtain additional related studies.

GENETIC POLYMORPHISMS RELATED TO THE GUT--BRAIN AXIS
====================================================

The gut-brain axis refers specifically to a complex reflex circuit that integrates the bidirectional communication between the cortex and the digestive system through afferent and efferent pathways\[[@B15]\]. Information from the GI tract is collected from receptors in the periphery and input to cortical areas. Then a response is generated downstream, further neuromodulating the actions of the enteric nervous system. A dysfunctional gut-brain axis reaction has been observed to contribute to abnormal GI motility and sensitivity, which is closely related to the pathogenesis of IBS\[[@B16]\]. The existence of ethnic differences of genetic polymorphisms associated with the gut-brain axis has already been observed\[[@B17]\] (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), among which genetic polymorphism of the 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) system and adrenergic system are the most well studied.

![Genetic polymorphisms involved in several pathophysiological pathways. A: The polymorphism of 5-hydroxytryptamine receptors, serotonin reuptake transporter and adrenoceptors influences the bidirectional brain--gut axis, which plays essential roles in altering visceral sensitivity and gastrointestinal mobility; B: Genetic polymorphism in voltage-gated sodium channel NaV1.5, an ionic channel in interstitial cells of Cajal, cholecystokinin receptors, cannabinoid receptor, and fatty acid amide hydrolase markedly regulates the motor function of the gastrointestinal tract *via* the myenteric plexus and smooth muscle cells; C: Genetic polymorphism modulates the level of cytokines \[*e.g*., interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-10, and tumor necrosis factor-α\] released by immune cells, which is closely related to mucosal immune/inflammatory activation and the intestinal immune and inflammatory status. HPA: hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal; 5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine; SERT: serotonin reuptake transporter; FAAH: fatty acid amide hydrolase; CCK: cholecystokinin; IL: Interleukin.](WJG-26-2049-g001){#F1}

The 5-HT system
---------------

5-HT, also known as serotonin, is a paracrine messenger and neurotransmitter that has been particularly investigated in neuropsychiatric diseases. It is also an important mediator in the gut-brain connection. Notably, it has been estimated that about 95% of serotonin in the body is found in the GI tract instead of the brain and 90% of GI serotonin resides in enterochromaffin cells, while the rest is in enteric neurons\[[@B18]\]. As a crucial signaling molecule within the gut-brain axis, 5-HT stimulates enteric afferent nerve fibers of the vagal nerve and regulates the motility and sensitivity of the GI tract in a 5-HT receptor-dependent manner through submucosal and myenteric neurons that respond to serotonin *via* various receptors\[[@B19]\]. The genetic polymorphism associated with 5-HT metabolism, such as 5-HT receptors and the 5-HT reuptake transporter, has been studied in detail.

**Serotonin receptors:** There are at least seven subtypes of receptor (5-HT~1-7~) within the serotonin receptor superfamily, including 5-HT~1--4~ and 5-HT~7~ receptors, which are present in the human GI tract\[[@B20]\]. Results emerging from genetic studies have already shown that genetic polymorphism of 5-HT~2~, 5-HT~3~, and 5-HT~4~ receptors are related to IBS.

5-HT~2A~ receptor, a type of phosphatidylinositol-linked receptor involved in sensitivity to pain, can bind to a G-protein-coupled receptor and directly transduce the signal by coupling to phospholipase C turnover in the cerebral cortex\[[@B21]\]. Rat experiments have confirmed that the 5-HT~2A~ receptor is involved in serotonin-induced hyperalgesia, as intradermal injection of exogenous 5-HT~2A~ receptor agonist (a-methyl 5-HT) into footpad produced a decrease of withdrawal latency to heat stimulation\[[@B22]\]. Significant associations were found between the -1438G/A and 102T/C polymorphisms of the 5-HT~2A~ receptor gene and IBS. -1438G/A polymorphism located in the promoter region regulates the genetic transcription of 5-HT~2A~ receptor. A case-control study among Turkish showed that the A/A genotype of the -1438G/A polymorphism and the C/C genotype of the 102T/C polymorphism conferred a high risk of IBS\[[@B23]\]. Furthermore, patients with T/T genotype of 102T/C polymorphism had much higher scores on visual analog scales reflecting abdominal pain. In Greece, Markoutsaki *et al*\[[@B24]\] also found that the A allele and the AA genotype of -1438G/A polymorphism were closely related to high risk of IBS. However, the Greek study showed no association between 102C/T polymorphism and IBS, and no polymorphism above was found to significantly correlate with the abdominal pain of IBS patients. Therefore, there might be ethnic disparities in genetic polymorphisms of 5-HT~2A~ receptor.

5-HT~3~ receptor, a member of the superfamily of ligand-gated ion channels, localizes in numerous neurons of the myenteric and submucosal plexus in the GI tract\[[@B25]\]. It mediates the effect of 5-HT on the parasympathetic ganglia, which results in smooth muscle contraction and increased intestinal secretion\[[@B26]\]. Clinical studies have demonstrated that alosetron, a 5-HT~3~ receptor antagonist, increases the compliance to colorectal distension\[[@B27]\] and effectively alleviates abdominal pain threshold in IBS patients\[[@B28],[@B29]\]. Ondansetron, another 5-HT~3~ receptor antagonist, markedly increases fasting small bowel water content by either promoting small bowel secretion or reducing small bowel motility\[[@B26]\]. Together, these studies suggest that 5-HT~3~ receptor might play a role in the development of IBS by altering the visceral sensitivity and GI motility. Through a series of polymerase chain reaction restriction fragment length polymorphism analyses, Gu *et al*\[[@B30]\] found that SNP of c.−42C\>T in the 5-HT~3A~ receptor gene was associated with a higher risk of IBS-D in Asian women; however, no significant difference was shown in the association between T carrier status and IBS among American cohorts in previous studies\[[@B31]\]. The SNP of c.\*76G\>A in the 5-HT~3E~ receptor gene, another member of the 5-HT~3~ receptor family, was proven to have a highly significant association with female IBS-D in two independent Caucasian cohorts from United Kingdom and Germany\[[@B32]\]. Moreover, c.\*76G\>A was shown to modulate the binding of miR-510 to untranslated regions (UTRs) of the 5-HT~3E~ receptor gene in enterocytes and led to elevated expression of the target gene. This study was the first reported example of a cis-regulatory variant affecting microRNA (miRNA)-related expression in the regulation of serotonin receptor gene. The regulation revoked by the SNP may explain the connection between c.\*76G\>A and higher risk of IBS. Later, Zhang *et al*\[[@B33]\] found that the variant of c.\*76G\>A in the 5-HT~3E~ receptor gene was also significantly associated with IBS-D in Chinese women. Immunohistochemistry in their study suggested that the SNP reduced overexpression of the target gene in human colonic mucosal tissues, which underlines the participation of miRNA-related regulation in IBS as well. Thus, unlike the 5-HT~3A~ receptor, there was no direct evidence supporting the ethnic differences in the polymorphism of 5-HT~3E~ receptor. Meta-analysis reconfirmed that the c.\*76G\>A was significantly associated with the risk of IBS-D in both Asian and non-Asian populations, while the c.-42C\>T was only correlated with that in Asians\[[@B34]\].

5-HT~4~ receptor, which evokes the 5-HT release of mucosa, degranulation of goblet cell, and Cl^−^ secretion when stimulated, is broadly expressed in the small and large intestines\[[@B35]\]. The role of the 5-HT~4~ receptor in initiating the peristaltic reflex through myenteric plexus in the human small intestine has already been identified\[[@B36]\]. Wohlfarth *et al*\[[@B37]\] assessed the genetic heterogeneity of isoform-specific UTRs in British patients (all were of Caucasian origin) and found a relevant SNP of c.\*61T\>C (rs201253747) residing in the 3′UTR near the stop codon of the gene. This variant was only detected in jejunal biopsy samples from IBS-D patients and proved to increase the risk of IBS-D. To confirm their findings, researchers proceeded to genotype 5 additional cohorts from 4 countries (the United States, Germany, Belgium, and Sweden), and performed a pooled analysis. Strikingly, there was a higher frequency of the variant c.\*61T\>C in IBS-D patients than in healthy controls and all non-IBS-D patients (*P* = 0.049, OR = 2.74). It has been further implied that the variant residing in a putative miRNA-binding site in the 3′UTR affects the binding process between the miR-16/miR-103 and 5-HT~4~ receptor. The disturbance created by the variant putatively impairs the expression of 5-HT~4~ receptors, which involves in the IBS susceptibility, especially for IBS-D. Caucasian participants from different countries or regions were inclined to present a similar connection between the SNP of c.\*61T\>C and IBS-D, which might emphasize the importance of ethnic factors in the polymorphism variances rather than geographical discrepancy. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no related results from other ethnic groups have been reported, and ethnic differences regarding the polymorphisms of 5-HT~4~ receptor gene warrant further exploration.

**Serotonin reuptake transporter:** As a transmembrane transport protein, the serotonin reuptake transporter (SERT) modulates the duration and intensity of cumulative impacts from serotonergic neurotransmission by mediating the reuptake of serotonin into the presynaptic neurons\[[@B38]\]. The SERT gene (SLC6A4) locates in chromosome 17q12, and its promoter region contains a genetic polymorphism designated as the "5-HT transporter length polymorphic region" (5HTTLPR), which includes a 44-base-pair deletion or insertion, generating a short (S) or long (L) allele. The short variant of the polymorphism reduces the transcriptional efficiency of the SLC6A4 promoter, further decreases the expression level of the target gene and inhibits serotonin reuptake\[[@B39]\]. Recently, subgroup analyses based on ethnicity in a large-scale meta-analysis proved that the 5HTTLPR insertion/deletion polymorphism was closely related to IBS susceptibility in both Asians and Caucasians\[[@B40]\]. However, a great decrease in the heterogeneity was observed in the Asian subgroup compared to the whole groups, which suggested that there might be an ethnic difference even within the positive correlations between 5HTTLPR polymorphism and IBS risk. Because of limited raw data, the relationship between the 5HTTLPR and the predominant clinical feature of IBS was not statistically analyzed. Previous researches reported that the S/S genotype was predominant in IBS-D patients from Chinese, Indian and Korean\[[@B40]-[@B42]\]; furthermore, the serotonin level was higher in rectal biopsy specimens from Indian patients with IBS-D. In contrast, higher frequencies of S/S and L/S genotypes were shared by IBS-C patients from Iran significantly, rather than IBS-D, and even the serotonin levels were proved to be similar in each subtype of IBS\[[@B43]\], which further proved the involvement of ethnic factors related to 5HTTLPR polymorphism in IBS.

The adrenergic system
---------------------

The adrenergic receptors, also known as the adrenoceptors, are members of the G-protein-coupled receptor superfamily. The GI tract receives signals from the noradrenaline neuron system *via* α2-adrenoceptors, which plays an essential role in altering GI mobility and algesthesis. There are three subtypes of α2-adrenoceptors, designated as α2A-, α2B-, and α2C-adrenergic receptors. An earlier study suggested that adrenoceptor polymorphism might be involved in visceral hypersensitivity, as participants with the variant del322--325 in the α2C-adrenergic receptor gene presented a higher pain score in response to the cold presser test than controls\[[@B44]\]. In Caucasians, the polymorphisms of both del322--325 in the α2C-adrenoceptor gene and -1291C\>G in α2A-adrenoceptors gene were proven to be associated with IBS-C\[[@B45]\]. Nonetheless, no significant association was identified between the variant -1291C\>G and IBS in Turkish cohorts\[[@B46]\]. Moreover, case-control studies conducted in India and South Korea found that the polymorphism of -1291C\>G in α2A-adrenergic receptor gene was closely related to IBS-D rather than IBS-C\[[@B47],[@B48]\]. This discrepancy suggested that the development of IBS is possibly directed, at least in part, by unique ethnic variation in the adrenergic system.

Additionally, polymorphisms of the G-protein β3 subunit gene (GNB3), which influences the activity of G-protein-coupled adrenergic receptors, have been extensively investigated concerning its relevance to IBS. Studies performed in South Korea showed that the genotype T/T of 825C/T polymorphism was associated with IBS-C in both children and adults\[[@B49],[@B50]\]. However, other studies in Caucasian populations concluded that there was no significant interaction between the polymorphism of 825C/T and any subtype of IBS\[[@B51],[@B52]\]. Later, in a meta-analysis, Pan *et al*\[[@B53]\] also failed to show any association between the 825C/T polymorphism and IBS. Nevertheless, after a few years, an updated meta-analysis with a larger sample of researches presents that the SNP of 825C/T was only significantly associated with IBS-C in the Asian population\[[@B54]\], which further suggested the possibility of ethnic differences in the connection of GNB3 polymorphisms and IBS. In fact, scientists have already obtained evidence that ethnic variation exists in the T-allele frequency of 825C/T polymorphism. The prevalence of the T allele is lowest in Caucasian populations (30.1%-31.9%), while it is higher in Asians (42.3%-47.7%), and the highest in Africans (82.3%-84.1%)\[[@B55],[@B56]\]. The diverse distribution of allele frequency may partly contribute to the inconsistency in polymorphism studies on different ethnic groups. Interestingly, statistics have shown a fairly high frequency of the T allele in African populations. Because no relevant studies have been published connecting the 825C/T polymorphism with IBS in African populations, further investigations are warranted.

GENETIC POLYMORPHISMS RELATED TO GI MOTILITY
============================================

GI dysmotility is one of the major features leading to IBS. It is not only influenced by spontaneous activities of smooth muscle cells, but is also regulated in multiple ways by neurohumoral and immune systems. Some genetic polymorphisms found in IBS genetic studies are related to GI motility, such as in genes encoding voltage-gated sodium channel NaV1.5, cannabinoid receptor, fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH), and cholecystokinin receptor (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Their effects on IBS might vary among different ethnic groups.

Voltage-gated sodium channel NaV1.5
-----------------------------------

The generation of functional neuromuscular movement in the GI tract requires a coordinated operation between the enteric nervous system (ENS), intestinal smooth muscle cells, and interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC)\[[@B57]\]. ICCs are regarded as pacemakers of smooth muscle contractions due to their central role in generating cyclic depolarizations termed slow waves. Depolarizations are transmitted to intestinal smooth muscle cells as electrical stimuli, resulting in GI contraction. The NaV1.5 channel (encoded by SCN5A) is expressed in GI smooth muscle cells and ICCs of the small intestine and colon\[[@B58],[@B59]\]. It has been extensively investigated among cardiac diseases, and its polymorphism of SCN5A is strongly associated with cardiac arrhythmias\[[@B60]\]. An analogous mechanism has also been observed in GI diseases, especially in GI motility disorders. Braak *et al*\[[@B61]\] found that Caucasians with "gain of function" mutation of SCN5A exhibited a higher risk for IBS. Further genome-wide association (GWA) study in cohorts from the United States, Sweden, Italy and Greece by Beyder *et al*\[[@B62]\] proved that the SCN5A locus was significantly associated with IBS. It also provided evidence that loss-of-function mutation of SCN5A disrupted NaV1.5 channel function, which might be considered as a potential pathogenic and therapeutic target in IBS. Later, a study on ethnically diverse cohorts including Hispanics, African-Americans, Asians, American-Indians, Pacific Islander, and mixed-racial groups also revealed a significant link between SCN5A variants and IBS, even in mixed-racial groups\[[@B63]\]. Moreover, the frequency of SCN5A mutations in those ethnically diverse groups corresponded to the Caucasian-dominated cohort\[[@B62],[@B64]\], which could partially explain the coordination of genetic polymorphisms of SCN5A and their effects on IBS among different ethnic groups. As above, there was no evidence showing ethnic variance in the genetic polymorphism of SCN5A.

Endocannabinoid system
----------------------

Cannabinoids are natural substances that exert bioactivity in the form of analgesic effects; they can be extracted and synthesized from cannabis plants. Cannabinoids significantly influence GI motility and visceral sensation. A new disease named cannabinoid hyperemesis was added to Rome IV classification and criteria, highlighting the role of cannabinoids in functional gastrointestinal diseases (FGIDs). Endocannabinoids were first discovered by Raphael's group in 1992, and the composition of the endocannabinoid system (ECS) was then investigated widely, comprising anandamide, 2-arachidonoylglycerol, cannabinoid receptor, and its synthetic and hydrolytic enzymes\[[@B65]\]. The ECS exerts significant anti-propulsive effects in FGIDs, which probably attributes to inhibition of the components in peristaltic reflex\[[@B66]\].

Type 1 cannabinoid receptors (CB1) are abundant in submucosal and myenteric neurons of ENS, accounting for various activities of cannabinoid ligands when activated by cannabis. The length of gene encoding CB1 (CNR1) is affected by a polymorphic (AAT)n triplet. Park *et al*\[[@B67]\]. first divided the allelic distributions into two groups, shorter alleles (\< 10) and longer alleles (\> 10). They compared the (AAT)n triplet of the CNR1 gene between IBS patients and healthy controls in the South Koreans, and found the significant correlation between the \> 10/\> 10 genotype and higher IBS risk. The result was further confirmed by Jiang *et al*\[[@B68]\] in the Chinese population, which also suggested that the longer the alleles of (AAT)n, the greater the risk of developing IBS. Nevertheless, the connection has not been replicated in predominantly Caucasian IBS patients. Camilleri *et al*\[[@B69]\] did not find a positive association between the (AAT)n genotype and the symptom of IBS. Meanwhile, an ethnic variation in the allele frequency of (AAT)n triplet repeats was also revealed in contrast to Asian studies, which possibly indicated that the interaction between the polymorphic (AAT)n triplet and IBS may vary among different ethnic groups.

Anandamide, another essential part of the ECS, is inactivated by FAAH *in vivo*. According to a case-control study conducted by Camilleri *et al*\[[@B70]\], Caucasians carrying the CA/AA genotype of the +385C/A polymorphism in the *FAAH* gene were at a higher risk of IBS-D and IBS-M as well as more accelerated colonic transit in IBS-D patients than healthy controls. However, Jiang *et al*\[[@B68]\] found no significant correlation between the +385 C/A polymorphic region and IBS in Chinese populations, which also suggested the possible existence of ethnic differences in FAAH-encoding gene polymorphism.

Cholecystokinin
---------------

Cholecystokinin (CCK) is a type of neuropeptide secreted by endocrine I cells within the duodenum and jejunal mucosa. CCK receptors are widely distributed in both the central nervous system and GI tract. CCK mediates pancreatic enzyme secretion, gallbladder contraction, motor and sensory functions of the GI tract, such as gastric emptying and colonic motility, *via* two distinct receptors: CCK-1 and CCK-2. Cremonini *et al*\[[@B71]\] reported that Caucasian IBS-C patients with 779T\>C polymorphism of CCK-1 receptor-encoding gene had a significantly lower gastric emptying rate than those with other genotypes. Consistent with the Caucasian study, a case-control study in South Korea found that the variant of 779T\>C genotype was more commonly identified in IBS patients, and was significantly associated with IBS-C and IBS-M patients (non-IBS-D)\[[@B72]\], which also referred to a relatively lower level of GI motility.

However, given the relatively small accumulative sample size of studies above, especially in non-Caucasian groups, further investigations with larger scale as well as diverse ethnic backgrounds are greatly needed to shed more lights on the ethnic impact in IBS-associated genetic polymorphism.

GENETIC POLYMORPHISMS IN MUCOSAL IMMUNE/INFLAMMATORY ACTIVATION
===============================================================

Cytokines are essential regulators of immune functions and inflammatory responses. In IBS, abnormal immune regulations secondary to imbalanced cytokine expression have been proven to accelerate the development of IBS. Genetic polymorphisms in cytokines are closely related to intestinal immune activation and inflammatory status\[[@B73],[@B74]\]. IBS-related gene polymorphisms have been identified in interleukin (IL), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and TNF superfamily (TNFSF) members (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

ILs
---

IL-6, a cytokine secreted by T helper 2 cells, mediates T-cell activation and lymphocytic differentiation by acting as a pro-inflammatory mediator. Previous studies showed that the -174C/G (rs1800795) polymorphic region of the gene encoding IL-6 might be associated with IBS. In Iranians, Barkhordari *et al*\[[@B75]\] found that the frequency of G/G homozygotes was significantly increased in IBS patients, while the frequency of C/G heterozygotes was considerably decreased, which indicated the role of -174C/G polymorphism in the pathophysiology of IBS. Santhosh *et al*\[[@B76]\] further verified the genetic association of the -174C/G (rs1800795) polymorphism and IBS in Indians. However, in Caucasian populations, a meta-analysis of case-control studies from the United Kingdom, United States, Belgium, and Sweden showed no association between -174C/G polymorphism and IBS\[[@B77]\].

IL-8, another cytokine secreted by T helper 1 cells, elicits the chemotaxis of inflammatory factors and induces cell proliferation. The Mexican study by Olivo-Diaz *et al*\[[@B78]\] suggested that +396 G/G and +781C/T genotypes in IL-8 were significantly overrepresented in IBS patients compared with controls. Furthermore, the genotype +396G/G was associated with a higher risk of developing IBS in patients with blastocystosis. Romero-Valdovinos *et al*\[[@B79]\] confirmed that the proportion of IBS patients carrying the +396 G allele was significantly higher than for other genotypes in Mexicans. However, in a Caucasian meta-analysis, no significant correlation between +781C/T polymorphism and IBS was shown\[[@B77]\]. Although Mexico is geographically adjacent to the United States, with a mixed Indo-European ethnic composition, its ethnic characteristics are remarkably different from those of most Caucasian-dominated countries.

IL-10, a protective cytokine secreted by macrophages and regulatory T cells, inhibits the synthesis of pro-inflammatory mediators and TNF. Patients with IBS had lower serum IL-10 levels and its genetic polymorphism also played a role in the immune response and inflammatory regulation\[[@B80]\]. A meta-analysis demonstrated that carriers of the G allele in the -1082A/G polymorphism of IL-10 had a lower risk of IBS in Caucasian populations, but not in Asians. Carriers with the C allele of the -592A/C polymorphism were particularly susceptible to IBS in Asians, but not in Caucasians\[[@B81]\]. It was also discussed in the meta-analysis that the frequency of A alleles in -1082A/G polymorphism led to greater upregulation of IL-10 expression in Caucasians than in Asians, which further highlighted the various effects of differences in allelic frequency between different ethnic groups.

TNF and its superfamily
-----------------------

TNF mainly refers to two closely related cytokines: TNF-α and TNF-β, which are widely involved in immune and inflammatory responses. A significant increase of TNF-α expression was reported in IBS patients\[[@B82]\], and the possession of the A allele (A/A or G/A) of the -308G/A polymorphism in the gene encoding TNF-α was proven to be responsible for increased TNF-α production\[[@B83]\]. Moreover, an increased frequency of the G/A genotype for the -308G/A polymorphism in IBS patients was revealed in a Netherlands study\[[@B84]\], and the association between -308G/A polymorphism and IBS was further confirmed in British patients\[[@B85]\]. However, when characterizing the same polymorphism in a genetically homogeneous South Korean population, Lee *et al*\[[@B50]\]. found no significant difference between the IBS patients and their healthy counterparts, again indicating the possible existence of ethnic factors in IBS-related genetic polymorphisms.

Members of TNFSF, another essential group of cytokines involved in IBS, share a common TNF homeodomain, which mediates biological effects of TNFSF by connecting TNF ligands to the cysteine-rich domain in corresponding receptors. Based on studies using independent case-control cohorts in Sweden and the United States, the allele rs4263839 G in TNFSF15 has been regarded as a gene conferring susceptibility to IBS in Caucasian populations, especially in IBS-C patients\[[@B86]\]. In the United Kingdom, the other three SNPs of TNFSF15 (rs6478108, rs6478109, and rs7848647) also showed a significant reduction in minor allele frequency of IBS-D patients compared to healthy controls\[[@B85]\], which reconfirms the significance of TNFSF15 polymorphisms in IBS. There are no other studies reported the connection between TNFSF15 polymorphism and IBS in non-Caucasian populations thus far.

Therefore, IBS-associated genetic polymorphisms in IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 may have diverse effects in different ethnic groups. Results from those studies need to be further replicated under the consideration of ethnic factors. Whether ethnicity influences the role of TNFSF genetic polymorphism in IBS remains to be solved.

Besides, considering the mucosal immune functions and inflammatory changes in the pathogenesis of IBS, the gut microbiota has received extensive interests\[[@B87],[@B88]\]. The microbial composition is linked to mucosal lymphocyte phenotypes in post-infectious IBS\[[@B89]\]; intestinal antibacterial gene expression relates to bacterial profiles and immune activity in IBS patients\[[@B90]\]; both the altered profile of the intestinal microbiota and faecal microbial metabolites were evinced to be correlated with the symptom severity of IBS\[[@B91],[@B92]\]. As to the microbiota-related genetic polymorphism, mutations in the mitochondrial genome lead to divergent gut microbial compositions in mice\[[@B93]\]. But since there is no evidence of a particular genetic polymorphism closely related to gut microbial communities in IBS patients yet, the potential ethnic impact of gut microbiota will not be discussed in detail here and it could be explored in the future.

GWA STUDY: A NEW AND HIGH-THROUGHPUT WAY
========================================

It is worth mentioning that the development of GWA study, which makes the utmost of bio-information technology, has been adding fresh energies to IBS genetic studies in recent years. GWA studies with whole-genome sequencing method in a high-throughput way brought its unique advantages. Ek *et al*\[[@B94]\] launched a real sense of GWA study within larger-scale IBS cohorts, and included the genotypical and phenotypical information from 14837 individuals in total. They conducted the pilot study in a population sample of 11326 Swedish twins, then replicated in six case-control cohorts from Sweden, Belgium, Italy, Germany, Greece and the United States, and finally delivered a consistent result in 2015 that a locus on chromosome 7p22.1, including genes of KDELR2 (KDEL endoplasmic reticulum protein retention receptor 2) and GRID2IP (glutamate receptor, ionotropic, delta 2 \[Grid2\] interacting protein) were related to a higher risk of IBS. Meanwhile, an increase of mucosal KDLER2 mRNA expression in IBS patients was also revealed while comparing to healthy controls. Their study demonstrated completely new risk loci in IBS, although the potential roles of those candidate genes remains to be studied, it still represented an incredible start of GWA study in candidate gene hunting for IBS.

Later, Bonfiglio *et al*\[[@B95]\] resumed their own meta-analysis of five independent IBS GWA studies (Swedish twins mentioned-above and four additional Northern European genotyped cohorts), and reported in 2018 that up to 64 gene candidates associated with IBS risk, and their gene set enrichment analysis further indicated that the function of those risk loci were more closely related to regulations of ion channel activity. Moreover, they included some previously reported candidate genes in their meta-analysis, which replicated that the polymorphism of the genes KDELR2/GRID2IP, SCN5A, TRPM8 (encode transient receptor potential melastatin-8), SI (encoded sucrase-isomaltase), and NPSR1 (encoded neuropeptide S receptor 1) were related to IBS risk. Regretfully, those notable GWA studies were all from Northern European-predominant IBS cohorts, and the ethnic composition of each cohort was not even mentioned, thus could not provide us with clues leading to the ethnic variations. But their studies indeed remind us that large-scale GWA analyses could offer a plausible and effective research approach to identify allele frequencies and evaluate potential ethnic variations of IBS gene polymorphisms between different cohorts with diverse ethnic backgrounds in the future.

DISCUSSION: LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES
======================================

Taking together all above findings, the phenomenon of ethnic variations has been recurrently noticed in studies on IBS-related genetic polymorphism (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), which requires more concerns. Factors such as different sample size and research quality could affect the reliability of between-study comparisons to some extent. But after reviewing objectively numerous original researches and up-to-date meta analyses with high-level of evidence, we would like to suggest that the ethnic differences in IBS-associated genetic polymorphisms are more likely to be a worldwide phenomenon needed explaining than the meaningless exception.

###### 

Ethnic characteristics of irritable bowel syndrome-risk genes based on published evidences

  **Genetic model**         **IBS-risk genotype**                                         **IBS subtype**     **Country**                                                                                 **Ethnic or demographic group**                             **Research type**             **Ethnic characteristics**                        **Ref.**
  ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  5-HT~2A~ receptor         A homozygote in −1438G/A and C homozygote in +102T/C          IBS                 Turkey and Greece                                                                           Western Asian/Caucasian                                     Case-control                  Consistent in −1438G/A; inconsistent in +102T/C   \[[@B23],[@B24]\]
  5-HT~3A~ receptor         c.−42C\>T                                                     IBS-D               United States and China                                                                     Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control; Meta-analysis   Inconsistent                                      \[[@B30],[@B31],[@B34]\]
  5-HT~3E~ receptor         c.\*76G\>A in female                                          IBS-D               United Kingdom, Germany, China                                                              Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control; Meta-analysis   Consistent                                        \[[@B32]-[@B34]\]
  5-HT~4~ receptor          c.\*61 T\>C                                                   IBS-D               United States, Germany, Belgium, Sweden                                                     Only Caucasian                                              Case-control                  NA                                                \[[@B37]\]
  5HTTLPR                   S/S in short (S) or long (L) allele                           IBS-C IBS-D IBS-M   United States, Greece, Italy, Germany, Turkey, China, Japan, South Korea, India, and Iran   NA                                                          Case-control; Meta-analysis   Inconsistent                                      \[[@B40]-[@B43]\]
  α2A-adrenergic receptor   −1291C/G                                                      IBS-C               United States, Turkey, India, South Korea                                                   Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control                  Inconsistent                                      \[[@B45]-[@B48]\]
  GNB3                      T homozygote in 825C/T                                        IBS-C               United States, Greece, Netherlands, South Korea, China                                      Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control; Meta-analysis   Inconsistent                                      \[[@B49]-[@B54]\]
  SCN5A                     Missense mutations[1](#T1FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}            IBS-C IBS-D         United States, Sweden, Italy, Greece                                                        Hispanic/Caucasian/Asian/American Indian/African American   GWA study; Case-control       Consistent                                        \[[@B61]-[@B63]\]
  CNR1                      (AAT)n \> 10 homozygote                                       IBS                 South Korea, China, United States                                                           Asian/Caucasian                                             Case-control                  Inconsistent                                      \[[@B67]-[@B69]\]
  FAAH                      allele carriers in +385C/A                                    IBS                 United States and China                                                                     Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control                  Inconsistent                                      \[[@B68],[@B70]\]
  CCK-1 receptor            779T\>C                                                       IBS-C               United States and South Korea                                                               Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control                  Consistent                                        \[[@B71],[@B72]\]
  IL-6                      rs1800795 (−174C/G)                                           IBS                 Iran, India, United Kingdom, United States, Belgium, Sweden                                 Asian/Caucasian                                             Case-control; Meta-analysis   Inconsistent                                      \[[@B75]-[@B77]\]
  IL-8                      rs2227306 (+781C/T)                                           IBS                 Mexico, United Kingdom, United States                                                       Indo-European/ Caucasian                                    Case-control; Meta-analysis   Inconsistent                                      \[[@B77]-[@B79]\]
  IL-10                     G allele carriers in −1082A/G; C allele carriers in −592A/C   IBS                 United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Mexico, Iran, China, South Korea, India         Caucasian/Asian                                             Meta-analysis                 Inconsistent                                      \[[@B81]\]
  TNF-α                     GA heterozygote in −308G/A                                    IBS                 Netherlands, United Kingdom, South Korea                                                    Caucasian/Asian                                             Case-control                  Inconsistent                                      \[[@B50],[@B82]-[@B85]\]
  TNFSF                     rs4263839 G                                                   IBS-C               United States and Sweden                                                                    Only Caucasian                                              Case-control                  NA                                                \[[@B86]\]
  TNFSF                     rs6478108, rs6478109, rs7848647                               IBS-D               United Kingdom                                                                              Only Caucasian                                              Case-control                  NA                                                \[[@B85]\]

Irritable bowel syndrome-related SCN5A missense mutations including R225W, R433C, R986Q, G1037V, S1700G, and F1293S. IBS: Irritable bowel syndrome; 5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine; 5HTTLPR: 5-HT transporter length polymorphic region; GNB3: G-protein β3 subunit gene; FAAH: Fatty acid amide hydrolase; CCK: Cholecystokinin; IL: Interleukin; TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; TNFSF: TNF superfamily; NA: Not applicable.

Actually, non-replication of genetic association results is not rare in case-control studies. Inappropriate population stratification, especially between cohorts with different allele frequencies, which are more common in groups with different ethnic backgrounds, is probably the most often cited reason for the inconsistency of genetic studies\[[@B96]\]. As such, we strongly recommend that ethnic factors should be taken into consideration in large-scale genetic studies as inclusion criteria for the enrollment or the stratification in subgroup analysis. Comparisons of allele frequency between different ethnic groups are also required in multi-ethnic studies, in order to assess whether subgroup analyses based on ethnicity are needed or not.

Limitations and challenges remained in the investigation of potential ethnic differences among genetic studies. First, in contrast to the sex or the age of subjects, few studies have looked at the issue of ethnicity in demographic characteristics of cohorts. Instead of ethnic backgrounds, geographic locations, hospitals, and the institution of cohorts are more likely to be described. Limited original researches with the explicitly-addressed ethnic composition of each individual have conferred huge challenges and limitations for retrospective analysis, especially a meta-analysis or systematic review. Second, no unified standard of ethnic/racial classification has been established for genetic researches. Generally, ethnic groups based on physical similarities are distinguished into Caucasians, Mongoloids, Negroids, and Australoids, while the most of European and Anglo-American studies simply divided ethnic groups into Caucasians, African-Americans, and Asians. Third, due to ancestral patterns of geographical migrations, colonial expansion and the globalization in modern society, individuals with mixed-race also widely exist, making the situation more complex. Without an universal consensus, countries and even geographical regions were used for classifying subgroups in some studies. Furthermore, the specific mechanism in terms of how those genetic polymorphisms influence clinical manifestations and therapeutic responses in IBS patients has not been fully illuminated nowadays. It might interfere the subsequent investigation into the essence of ethnic impacts on IBS-related genetic polymorphisms.

Hence, adequate identification and widely acknowledged classification of the ethnic group are urgently needed to be proposed and verified in further studies, which supposed to be a prerequisite for building a cross-cultural network and conducting better multi-ethnic studies of IBS-related genetic polymorphisms in the future.

CONCLUSION
==========

In conclusion, genetic polymorphisms with effects on the gut-brain axis, visceral sensitivity, GI motility, and immune and inflammatory responses, have been proven to be correlated with the onset and progression of IBS. IBS-related genetic polymorphisms may potentially vary and have diverse effects in different ethnic groups (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The different distributions of genotypes and alleles might play a decisive role in disparities among various ethnic groups of IBS cohorts. In-depth discussion and evaluation of ethnicity are thus urgently required to better investigate the genetic polymorphisms associated with IBS worldwide. Further multi-ethnic, transnational and cross-cultural research in this field with larger sample sizes is strongly recommended, which could provide a solid and generalized foundation for clarifying the pathogenesis, identifying candidate genes, and profiling the genetic risk of IBS, as well as further assisting target therapies in precision medicine.
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